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"A serious and important contribution to the complete food, plant-based world. But YouTube celebrities
Nina and Randa Nelson possess found a solution that is easy, affordable, so when close as your neighborhood
grocery store. . Complete with complete grocery lists, simple food prep strategies, and delicious quality
recipes using affordable, familiar ingredients, The Clear Skin Diet is an accessible guideline to curing acne
that may give readers, whether 13 or 43 years old, the self-confidence to start out living life once again."-
T.Based on solid dietary science, vetted by top nutrition experts, and established by the authors'
encounters and now so many others, The Clear Pores and skin Diet will help you obvious your skin once and
for all. More than $3 billion dollars is normally spent treating acne each year. . Colin Campbell, co-writer of
The China StudyFrom YouTube superstars Nina and Randa Nelson comes the doctor-accepted, clinically-
tested, low-fat vegan diet that instantly and dramatically transformed their skin. That is it: a six-week
intend to take control of skin issues utilizing the simple concepts of a low-excess fat vegan diet plan, foods
such as for example potatoes, pasta, rice, corn, beans, oatmeal and wholegrains. Not infrequently I obtain
asked about this diet for skin conditions-now I've a great mention of pass on to people.
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 and then people that have LESS than which could just look it through to the I-net. People that say
negative reasons for having this book, clearly hardly understand the advantages of what both of these girls
have come up with. Where are the resources you guys promise your readers? Be skeptical.I have been
struggling with acne since 5th grade, and today at 23 We am desperate to find a alternative. And
attempting to lump it right into a book such as this is problematic. I couldn’t await this book to turn out
as quickly as it was advertised by Nina and Randa. Continue the good work. I've tried every item on the
shelves, antibiotics, topicals, etc. I was put on contraceptive for my slight cystic acne at 18. While I’ve
browse the works of many of the experts quoted here, this is specifically for the youthful and more acne-
prone like my developing daughter. I've never had a totally clear face and I have generally had
hyperpigmentation. I made a decision to stop birth control because of health reasons, and my cystic pimples
slowly started getting worse over a 6-month period. I've noticed a modification in my pores and skin when
I eliminate dairy and processed food items, but I have not been as rigorous as I will be. Now, 6 months
off of birth control, my skin is very out of wack. Not just small white/blackheads occasionally but huge,
unpleasant cysts on my chin/jawline that take almost fourteen days to heal (then I immedialty start to
break out again as my next menstrual period begins). I regarded as Accutane but terrified of the medial
side effects, therefore I decided to do something about my diet and general health. This book gives basic

information on acne, pore-clogging products, and the advantages of whole foods, but also amazing quality
recipes, before and after photos, and the importance of self-love and self-confidence with or without acne.
Plus, we don’t have a whole lot of vegan restaurants inside our area that serves no oil. I bought a
pressure cooker to go along with the majority of the recipes they offer, and I am excited to provide this
lifestyle a possibility!since there is some reasonably healthy info in here.. It's a book that you could read
over and once more once you may fall off the reduced fat vegan train. certainly fabulous reserve explaining
the easy solution to a painful condition, all as well common inside our society This is a truly fabulous book
explaining the easy solution to a painful condition, all too common in our society. McDougall and re-packaged
into a book to sell and make easy cash.The recipes are excellent too - I just produced the Polenta Fiesta
Scramble for dinner! (I added spinach).Do it now! You have nothing to lose but pimples! Plant-Perfect Skin
I know from knowledge that the plant-based vegan way of eating might help clear pores and skin, among
so a great many other benefits. Minimal plant sourced body fat can be just fine for many, but larger
amounts, as well as smaller amounts in some, can make pimples flare (I’ve experienced that as well). My
skin was “okay” but still constantly broke out around my period (which would heal immediately afterwards).
Hopefully a few tweaks might help her get rid of. I viewed Nina and Randa's youtube video on what they
cleared their pimples by eliminating fats and oils, therefore i tried it too. I discovered Nina ane Randa's
youtube channel years back. I became vegan and my skin proceeded to go crazy, breaking out constantly. A
must-have book! I saw results literally the very next day after consuming this way. I bought this book to
learn more comprehensive about their journey, very clear skin tools and recipes. This book is so useful!. Also,
the recipes are great! Incredibly grateful that I found Nina and Randa, the apparent skin diet not merely
changed my skin but helped me reduce weight and experience amazing. Many thanks, Nina and Randa!
Works- if you can actually stay with it I believe that Nina and Randa's program does actually work well for
many people struggling with pimples. The explanations and suggestions that they provide within their book
are sound and seem sensible. I believe that the main one inherent issue with their approach is that for
many people, the dietary plan will be extremely tough to adjust to. Even simply becoming vegan (after
getting raised non-vegan) can be a challenge and an adjustment for many people. But to also add in the

whole extremely zero fat approach is even more complicated. Vegan to the rescue This works.. So, beware.
I was pleasantly surprised to find so many dishes for breakfast, lunch time, and dinner in the book, plus a
compelete grocery list. So it’s mainly my fault. Informative but missing info, they say in the publication
that they list particular products on their website but . It cleared some of my tiny bumps. I think that



they downplay the difficulty of this within their book, and make it seem overly an easy task to just change
your complete diet and method pf thinking overnight. Anyone with pimples knows the frustrations and this
is a helpful preventative guide. Congrats ladies.. Overall, great system that's highly effective- if you can
actually manage to adjust to it and stay with it! . That said, I applaud the conviction and the cause, but
this is this is the wrong type of people to be entrusting your skin and your health to.. You'd best trust
your neighborhood Board Certified Skin doctor to tell you how to best look after your skin, instead of two
wanna be YouTube stars. These folks have definitely ZERO credentials to inform you how to take care of
your skin layer. Zilch, nada. Works but should be determined to stay with it I tried the diet for about 3
weeks but couldn’t stick to it because We’m conveniently distracted by other people’s food choices. I can
certainly agree with some of the general health care advice, which will help not just your skin, but your
entire physique, but it is merely common-sense stuff that anyone with half a brain could tell you.Great job
ladies Diet is indeed important at any stage in your life.. Period. I was already vegan and (I believed) low
fat so I didn't expect very much to happen on this diet but I was wrong. EVERYONE'S SKIN ISN'T THE
SAME. Helpful information about diet, health, and confidence! Cleared my skin in several weeks and a terrific
way to eat for life I saw a major change in my skin within a day time or two! McDougall.. The publication
won't kill you, but there are many issues that, given a mixture with the incorrect skin type, may lead to

problems. I didn't possess the cystic kind of pimples, and I suspected hormonal acne since it made an
appearance after having twins in my own thirties. That is second rate info they took from the greats like
Dr. Many thanks so much for composing this reserve Nina and Randa! This is also endorsed by Doctors who
have spent their live promoting this lifestyle. Still essential try. I noticed my digestion also improved with
this diet switch. they don’t. They may possibly also help by Skip this book and go to the expert sources like
Dr. After fighting the acne for years, it just took a week or two to see my epidermis clear. The Facebook
support group is certainly amazing–the authors are very quick to respond to any queries and I've learned
therefore much from other people. It shouldn't be, and Nina and Randa did a service to the globe by spelling
out the solution - It's food, and hey, third , dietary pattern will allow your body to get its healthiest
regular beyond just its epidermis. These people are not scientists, not really doctors and have no clinical
experience with any of the Technology behind why a minimal fat, whole food plant only diet may be the
answer to skin problems. This book is a hack in fact it is a shame the forward is compiled by Dr. McDougall
himself to validate this type of book writing. Save your money This book isn’t worth the purchase if you
watch their YouTube channel. Save the money and just invest your time in viewing their series.
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